A physiological view of in vivo calcium dynamics: the regulation of a nonlinear self-organized system.
Our aim is neither to re-evaluate the term homeostasis, nor to summarize the conventional concepts in the field of calcium metabolism and its regulation, nor even to comment on their advantages and their limitations (excellent recent reviews have been published). This paper is rather a position article and references to the current literature will be made only if they contribute to a better understanding of our proposals; in contrast, emphasis will be placed on a literature which has, until now, remained unfamiliar to the field of calcium metabolism. The text is organized around three related features which are largely dictated by the characteristics of our recently published compartmental self-oscillatory model for rat calcium metabolism: (a) The circadian behavior associated with calcium dynamics in vivo may be viewed as a "key" temporal behavior for investigating the spatiotemporal organization of calcium metabolism in the normal rat. Within the bone, a large part of this circadian behavior should stem from the physico-chemical properties of the transformations of calcium-phosphate associations at the extracellular fluid (ECF)/mature bone interface; (b) an important part of the maintenance of a nearly constant plasma calcium concentration (homeostasis) results from interaction between nonlinear oscillators belonging to both calcium metabolism and calcium-regulating hormones. This implies that: firstly, calcium metabolism, like any biological system, is a complex dynamic system which has evolved over a long period and whose metabolic components--gut, kidney, bone--are organized as dynamic entities, adapted to periodic relationships with the external environment. The intrinsic nature of the circadian behavior of bone calcium efflux proposed here is a sufficient demonstration of this. Secondly, the existence of rhythmic variations in the main calcium regulating hormones, parathyroid hormone (PTH), calcitonin (CT) and vitamin D (VitD), are in agreement with this argument. As developed below, fascinating properties emerge from interaction between oscillators (hormones and target organs) which provide a new perspective on calcium regulation; and (c) one of the striking properties of the kind of nonlinear dynamic system required for this representation of calcium metabolism is that periodicity is only one of many temporal expressions. Thus, qualitative diversity in the temporal expression of calcium metabolism can be expected with varying experimental situations and different modes of temporal regulation of calcium metabolism might be physiologically effective, depending on the species studied.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)